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HOA Homefront: Who watches the HOAs? In a word, no
one
While far from an expert on either the Middle East
or the Just War Theory, my understanding of that
theory is that war is always evil; only that in
some instances it is “just” if the conditions ...

Politics K-12®
In celebrating Mental Health Awareness Month, organizations like
Black Power Naps and Nap Ministry are using rest to dismantle
systems that affect Black people.
Biden administration will require hospitals to provide sex-change procedures:
A brilliant book explains our cultural moment
Fighting escalated between Israeli forces and Palestinian militants, with Israeli
ground troops now involved, while clashes within Israel continued.

EU must find answers quickly or risk gradual
Russian takeover of Belarus | View
Certain law enforcement agencies enforce crimes or
Fair Housing law violations, for example, but no
state agency is charged with general oversight of
HOA operations or governance.
When war seems like the only answer
The FBI announced Tuesday that it has opened a federal civil
rights investigation into the deputy-involved shooting death of
Andrew Brown Jr.
Dissecting the words of U.S. history
If you will say with the psalmist, “Oh how I love your law! It is
my meditation all the day” (Psalm 119:97), you will be able to

testify, “Your commandment makes me wiser than my enemies,
for it is ...
America’s forgotten civil rights movement
Does the EU have the political will to defend its values in its
European neighbours? Pavel Latushko is a member of the
Presidium of the Coordinating Council and a key figure in the
Belarusian ...
Extend federal civil rights protections to trans people in every walk of life
In Masur’s account, the answer is a now-forgotten social mobilization of
Black civil rights advocates ... citizenship was the key to asserting rights of
contract, the right to sue and be sued ...
Whither civil society in Jamaica?
India is a frontline battleground for a global war around agricultural
knowledge. It is vital that we make sure that the Modi administration
doesn’t choke this conversation.
The Fate of Indian Farmers Matters for the Entire Planet
Federal civil rights law protects Americans against discrimination based on
race, color, national origin, sex, disability or religion. But there is nothing
in the law that protects people against ...
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“As far as Facebook is concerned, most Palestinians are
Hamas—that's how they treat content coming from the region,” says
Dia Kayyali.
FBI opens federal civil rights investigation after deputies shoot,
kill Andrew Brown Jr. in Elizabeth City
The Biden administration is instructing school districts how to
collect the latest high-profile trove of civil rights-related data ...
How schools answer those questions affects their subsequent ...
Do You Own Your Own Body? For Millions Of Women In Asia-
Pacific And Globally, The Answer Is No
Noriega, stepping down as director of UCLA's Chicano Studies Research
Center, talks about the importance of Chicano history and whether Ben
Affleck should play him in the movies.

Violent crime is a crisis on two levels. The first, and most direct, is the toll
it takes on people and communities. The lost lives, the grieving families,

the traumatized children, the families and ...

Violent Crime Is Spiking. Do Liberals Have an Answer?
Little creates as much havoc in civil litigation as an ill-
conceived or misunderstood protective order. Aimee Fagan and
Phillip Aurentz of Sidley Austin have some tips to avoid
common pitfalls.
How Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram Have Failed on
Palestinian Speech
“And, while Montgomery in the mid-1950s wasn’t a traditional
battlefield, it was the battleground from which the African American
civil rights movement began and where key civil rights ... “If I could
...
A Dozen Questions To Answer Before Negotiating a Protective
Order in Civil Litigation
WHO or what is civil society? Put this question to the average
Jamaican and he or she would remain befuddled, unable to come up
with a definitive answer. And, yet, in the very final analysis, he or ...
A fiery memo, crown-jewel archives: How Chon Noriega shaped our
view of Chicano L.A.
Progressives assume that the word “slave” means what they think it
does. But does it? Explanations abound concerning the line. Some
historians purport that Key meant the freed slaves that ...
Mission Support Group leaders visit Civil Rights battlefield
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Rest as Resistance: Why Nap Ministry and Others Want Black
People to Sleep
Nearly half of women in 57 countries, including several in the Asia-
Pacific region, are denied the right to decide whether or not to have
sex with their partners, use contraception or seek health care ...
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